
Friday 21 November 2014 

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

Communities 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what steps it is taking 
to ensure that sufficient, appropriate owner-occupied housing for older people is constructed. 

 (S4W-23004) 

Margaret Burgess: The Scottish Government provides a framework for planning and housing 
through Scottish Planning Policy and guidance on undertaking housing need and demand 
assessments (HNDAs) and developing local housing strategies. This framework supports local 
authorities, who have strategic responsibility for housing within their areas, to determine the 
appropriate mix of new housing to be delivered. It is for local authorities to decide the type, tenure, 
size and location of new housing for their areas, based on the HNDA evidence, including giving full 
consideration to the needs of older people through their development plan and local housing strategy, 
in accordance with national guidance. 

Furthermore, current Scottish building regulations and supporting guidance mean new homes 
across all tenures are the most accessible in the UK. Measures introduced in 2007 focus on assisting 
those with a disability, however these can also benefit older people, enabling them to stay in their 
homes for longer. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what steps it will take 
to ensure that local authorities prepare policies to support the delivery of appropriate owner-occupied 
housing for older people and allocate specific sites, as specified in paragraph 132 of the Scottish 
Planning Policy. 

 (S4W-23005) 

Margaret Burgess: The Scottish Government provides a framework for planning and housing 
policy, which includes Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) and guidance on housing need and demand 
assessments (HNDAs) and local housing strategies. This framework supports local authorities, who 
have strategic responsibility for housing within their areas, to determine the appropriate mix of new 
housing. It is therefore for local authorities to decide the type, tenure, size and location of new housing 
for their areas and to ensure that the needs of older people are taken into account though their 
development plans and local housing strategies in accordance with national guidance. 

In its role in commenting on the form and content of development plans, the Scottish Government 
makes informal comments and/or representations to ensure compliance with national planning policy, 
including that stated in SPP paragraph 132 as appropriate. 

All local authorities use the HNDA guidance (2014) that requires them to include an assessment of 
specialist housing provision, which includes giving consideration to the needs of older people. 
Authorities also estimate what future housing will be required, including for owner-occupation, to meet 
the needs of all household types, including for older people. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what steps it is taking 
to ensure that sufficient numbers of social rented housing projects are identified in local plan 
allocations for specific sites. 

 (S4W-23006) 

Margaret Burgess: The Scottish Government provides a framework for planning and housing 
through Scottish Planning Policy and guidance on undertaking housing need and demand 
assessments (HNDAs) and developing local housing strategies. This framework supports local 
authorities, who have strategic responsibility for housing within their areas, to determine the 
appropriate mix of new housing to be delivered. It is for local authorities to decide the type, tenure, 
size and location of new housing for their areas, based on the HNDA evidence. 

The HNDA will show the requirement for new affordable housing, including the number of social 
rented homes needed, in the local authority area. 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Housing/supply-demand/chma/hnda/HNDAPG


Taking cognisance of the HNDA evidence and the local authority’s policy for the provision of 
affordable housing (including social rent), the development plan will set out the scale and distribution 
of the affordable housing requirement for the area. 

Advice on the range of options for provision of affordable housing is set out in Planning Advice Note 
2/2010. Part of the consideration undertaken will be whether it is appropriate to allocate some small 
sites specifically for affordable housing, including social rent. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what its position is on 
local authorities identifying a proportion of social rented properties for older people when major 
developments are proposed by private developers. 

 (S4W-23007) 

Margaret Burgess: Scottish Planning Policy requires consideration in development plans of the 
housing requirement across all tenures, including affordable. The development plan will also consider 
the provision of a range of specialist housing as evidenced in the housing need and demand 
assessments whilst also reflecting local housing policy. 

Where a shortage of affordable housing (including social rent), has been identified, the development 
plan should show the role that planning will take to try to address this. Planning authorities should 
consider whether it is appropriate to allocate some small sites specifically for affordable housing 
(including for social rent). Advice on the range of possible options for provision of affordable housing is 
set out in Planning Advice Note 2/2010. 

Plans should identify any expected private developer contributions towards the delivery of affordable 
housing (including social rent). The level of affordable housing required as a contribution within a 
market site should generally be no more than 25% of the total number of houses. 

Learning and Justice 

Bruce Crawford (Stirling) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government how many 
lives will be saved by the introduction of its legislation on drink driving. 

 (S4W-23121) 

Kenny MacAskill: Around one in 10 deaths on Scotland’s roads each year involve drivers over the 
legal drink drive limit. The estimates of lives to be saved from a lower limit can vary as they are often 
made on different bases for different countries. Sir Peter North’s Report of the Review of Drink and 
Drug Driving Law, published in 2010, stated at paragraph 4.17: 

‘‘…The estimates of the potential for a lower limit of 50 mg/100 ml to save lives vary. On the one 
hand, Professor Richard Allsop estimates, with conservative assumptions, that 43 lives could be 
saved in Great Britain annually, NICE [the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence] on the 
other hand makes more ambitious estimates based on the experience of research conducted in 
Europe and in Australia. NICE applies their model to all road traffic casualties in England and Wales 
rather than just those reported as drink drive-related. Based on the Albalate study of European 
countries, although without a defined time horizon, 77 to 168 lives could be saved each year in 
England and Wales whereas, based on the Australian experience, 144 lives could be saved after the 
first year in England and Wales, progressively increasing by the sixth year to a total of up to 303 
deaths avoided. These estimates for England and Wales take no account of the possible casualty 
savings for Scotland. It should be noted that Scotland represented 7% of all drink drive-related 
casualties in Great Britain in 2008.’’ 

A range of studies are mentioned in the North report and analysis applied to England and Wales 
figures. In 2012, prior to consulting on the proposal to reduce the drink drive limit, the Scottish 
Government apportioned these figures to Scotland and estimated that reducing the drink drive limit to 
50mg/100ml blood, as recommended by Sir Peter North, could result in between three and 17 fewer 
deaths on Scotland’s roads each year. 

 

John Pentland (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
how many police (a) officers and (b) civilian staff have been absent due to sickness in each of the last 
three years, broken down by (i) length of absence and (ii) sickness. 



 (S4W-23138) 

Kenny MacAskill: The recording and management of sickness absence for police officers and staff 
is a matter for the Scottish Police Authority (SPA) and Police Scotland. Sickness absence is reported 
to the SPA board regularly, with papers published on the SPA website. 

Examples are: 

http://www.spa.police.uk/assets/126884/252938/item-15 (annualised absence rates on pages eight 
and nine) and 
http://www.spa.police.uk/assets/126884/232805/item18 (proportion of working time lost to sickness 
absence, page nine). 

Strategy and External Affairs 

Bruce Crawford (Stirling) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government which 
orchestras it provides funding to; how much it has provided each orchestra in each year since 2011, 
and what conditions are attached regarding where the orchestras perform. 

 (S4W-22991) 

Fiona Hyslop: The Scottish Government directly provides grant funding to the Royal Scottish 
National Orchestra (RSNO) and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra (SCO), two of five Scottish 
Government–funded National Performing Companies. 

The following core revenue funding has been provided: 

 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

RSNO £4.14 million £4.14 million £4.09 million £4.08 million 

SCO £2.08 million £2.08 million £2.06 million £2.05 million 

In addition the following has been provided from the International Touring Fund: 

 2013-14 2014-15 

RSNO £30,000 - Touring in France                                         £8,000 - Commonwealth Games activity 

SCO £77,000 - Touring in Far 
East and Austria                

£125,000 - European tour and 
Commonwealth Games activity 

The Scottish Government has also provided over £8.5 million for RSNO’s Glasgow Royal Concert 
Hall capital project. 

All of the companies are required to perform nationally across Scotland.  This is set out in the criteria 
to be a National Performing Company and reinforced through their funding agreements. The full 
criteria can be found at  
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2013/04/7232/7  

and these include, specifically, that the bodies ensure “that a range of high quality performances 
take place across the country (including full-scale where it can be accommodated), working with local 
authorities and others”. 

Additionally, in 2013-14, the Scottish Government provided a grant of £18,000 to support the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland’s participation in the India 2014 tour with the BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra. 

 

Nanette Milne (North East Scotland) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government how much funding it has allocated to each local authority for public art projects in 
each year since 1999, also broken down by project. 

Holding answer issued: 20 November 2014 (S4W-23040) 

Fiona Hyslop: This government does not believe in micromanaging how local authorities spend 
their money as it is the responsibility of individual local authorities to manage their own budgets and to 
allocate their own financial resources on the basis of local needs and priorities. The majority of 
Scottish Government funding to local authorities, including the support of cultural services, is provided 
by means of a block grant. In 2014-15 the local government finance settlement amounts to over £10.6 
billion and in 2015-16 this is increasing to almost £10.8 billion. 

http://www.spa.police.uk/assets/126884/252938/item-15
http://www.spa.police.uk/assets/126884/232805/item18
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2013/04/7232/7


Creative Scotland are the public body that supports Scotland’s arts, screen and creative industries 
so you may wish to write to the Chief Executive of Creative Scotland, Janet Archer, to request what 
funding it has provided for public art projects. For that purpose the address is: 

Janet Archer 
Chief Executive  
Creative Scotland 
Waverley Gate 
2-4 Waterloo Place 
Edinburgh EH1 3EG 

 

Patricia Ferguson (Glasgow Maryhill and Springburn) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government what its position is on Creative Scotland's decision not to provide the Scottish Youth 
Theatre with regular funding. 

 (S4W-23152) 

Fiona Hyslop: Creative Scotland’s funding decisions are a matter for the Creative Scotland board 
and we accept those decisions made following a robust assessment process. Difficult decisions had to 
be made with £212 million worth of applications for a final fund of just under £100 million over three 
years. 

The Scottish Government is working with Creative Scotland to implement new funds of £1 million to 
secure the future of the Scottish Youth Theatre and ensure all the national youth companies deepen 
youth arts participation in the run up to Scotland’s Year of Young People in 2018. Scottish Ministers 
are prevented by statute from interfering in the artistic decisions of Creative Scotland. 

Transport Scotland 

Bruce Crawford (Stirling) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government how much 
the concessionary bus pass scheme has cost in each of the last three years. 

 (S4W-23124) 

Keith Brown: The cost of reimbursing operators for carrying concessionary passengers under the 
national concessionary bus travel scheme in 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 was £180 million, £187 
million and £188.6 million respectively. In addition, a further £10 million was provided in 2012-13 by 
way of support for the transition to a new, lower payment rate. 

 

John Wilson (Central Scotland) (Independent): To ask the Scottish Government, further to the 
answer to question S4W-23043 by Keith Brown on 13 November 2014, what discussions it has had 
with First TransPennine Express regarding service delivery in Scotland.  

 (S4W-23145) 

Keith Brown: We maintain a regular dialogue with First TransPennine Express (FTPE), most 
recently on enhanced service provision to support travel to the Commonwealth Games, and on the 
reliability of the class 350 trains introduced on Anglo-Scottish routes earlier in 2014. However, we 
have not been made aware through industry processes of the company's proposals to remove two of 
the Motherwell calls introduced in its timetable in May 2014. 

These additional calls were introduced by FTPE, beyond the service requirement stipulated by the 
Department for Transport (DfT). As FTPE services are franchised by DfT, we have no locus to specify 
any aspect of its operations. 

 

The following question received a holding answer: 

S4W-23066 


